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HOW DO YOU SHOW PATIENTS
THAT YOU CARE?

We go above and beyond to make
our patients know how much we
care about them. We do a lot of
hand-holding, taking them step by
step with support to relieve any fears
or concerns. We don’t just do the
surgery and forget about them—we
have established a relationship that
will last a lifetime.

HOW DO YOU ENSURE
PATIENT SATISFACTION?

We spend quality time getting to
know each patient and learning
about their true concerns so that
we can individualize their treatment
plan. Each patient has a different
story and different needs, and it is
very important to choose the right
procedure for the right patient in
order to set realistic expectations.

SCULPTED SILHOUETTE

DRAMATIC RESULT

With complaints of severe saddlebag deformity, this 44-yearold patient sought Dr. Hensel, who performed liposuction to
restore a more normal appearance to her lateral thighs.

To help boost her confidence, Dr. Hensel performed an arm
lift on this 65-year-old patient, who wore long sleeves to hide
her loose arm skin or “bat wings,” as she called them.

“WE CAN KEEP YOU LOOKING AND FEELING YOUR BEST”

ABOUT JACK HENSEL JR., MD

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST
ABOUT YOUR JOB?

SERVICES

Being able to help people look and
feel better about themselves. Raising
self-esteem for a person can change
their entire life and it feels good to be
a part of that equation. I also enjoy
giving back to our community by
working with local charities to show
appreciation for the talent that has
been given to me.

BOOSTING PATIENT
CONFIDENCE
Dr. Jack Hensel Jr. and his skilled team at Lowcountry Plastic Surgery Center offer a host of breast enlargement and enhancement
surgery options to help accentuate the female figure and bolster self-confidence. “We approach breast surgery discreetly
and always have your best interests in mind,” says Dr. Hensel. During his fellowship at Nashville Plastic Surgery, Dr. Hensel
trained in cosmetic and reconstructive breast surgery with internationally renowned surgeons who helped further his ability to
transform. “I will customize your surgery to best suit your specific needs and make you look and feel your best,” says Dr. Hensel.

Abdominoplasty
Body Contouring
Aesthetic Injectables
Blepharoplasty
Breast Augmentation and Lifts
Breast Reductions and Revisions
Browlift
Laser Resurfacing
Liposuction / Smartlipo®
“Liquid Facelifts”
CellulazeTM
Venus FreezeTM
Weight Loss

WHAT FEEDBACK DO YOU FREQUENTLY
HEAR FROM PATIENTS?
My patients have said that I have great bedside
manner and surgical skill, as well as a warm,
personable demeanor and the ability to be
thorough. Patients feel confident knowing that
I make sure no question is left unanswered.

BOARD-CERTIFIED PLASTIC SURGEON DR. JACK
HENSEL JR. SPECIALIZES IN BREAST SURGERY
AND BODY CONTOURING. IN PRACTICE SINCE
2001, DR. HENSEL AND HIS TEAM PROVIDE
A WARM, COMFORTABLE ENVIRONMENT WHERE
PATIENTS HAVE ACCESS TO AN ARRAY OF
COSMETIC ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS, INCLUDING
A 5,000-SQUARE-FOOT MEDSPA WITH CUTTINGEDGE TECHNOLOGY FOR ALL OF YOUR HEADTO-TOE BEAUTY NEEDS.

WHAT ASSOCIATIONS ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
I am a member of the American Society of Plastic
Surgeons, and have been voted “Best Plastic Surgeon”
for the last six years by Charleston City Paper’s
Reader’s Poll. I was president of the South Carolina
Society of Plastic Surgeons from 2009-2011, and I’m
on the board for our local Susan G. Komen affiliate.

MEDICAL DEGREE

LOCATIONS

CONTACT

University of Kansas

Mt. Pleasant (Charleston),
South Carolina
Murrells Inlet, South Carolina

843.971.2860

HOW DOES YOUR STAFF ENHANCE THE
PATIENT EXPERIENCE?
We work collaboratively as a team to manage each
patient’s comfort level and expectations. We want
everyone who comes through our door to feel like
family, so we provide an untimidating, educational
experience where the patient can feel in control.

To learn more about the practice visit
lowcountryplasticsurgery.com
sccellulazeandsmartlipo.com
lowcountrybeautyandwellness.com
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